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The company was founded in 1998 by Francesco Farina,

intertwining the knowledge on quarries and materials with the

commercial experience gained on the main international

markets, as a sales manager first, and later as a managing

director of various companies linked to both materials and

machinery.

Since its first years, MSG set up a network of customers,

mainly abroad, who turned slabs into floors, kitchens, stairs,

floors and other manifactured products, thus moving the

company's mission towards a continuous service of

information and research for new colours, materials and

various finishes, providing the market with innovation,

immagination, opportunities and the touch of madness which

is typical of those who are constantly looking forward to

innovate.
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MGS
Market
Our main markets are the USA, Canada and

Europe (England, Ireland and Sweden in

particular).

New commercial interests lately moved to

the USA, where in 2010 MGS USA was born,

with the purpose of relocating the

distribution and be closer to customers and

their needs, granting a better service to the

areas of greatest commercial interest.
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2006
The 2006 crisis changed the market

radically. Hence the company started to

shift its commercial axis and its focus

towards 3 main directions:
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Development
In emerging countries such as Russia, India and China, where the demand

for high-end materials and exotic colors is increasing.

Care
of high-end projects, with integrated services such as the laying

measurement and development of drawings with the consequent

production records.

Exploration
thanks to the deep knowledge of the materials and the possibility to create

more and more new finishes by searching for new and unique colors. This

allows natural stone to fit into new markets and sectors that used to

employ it little and limitedly, such as high-luxury shipbuilding industry and

hospitality, by making elevators for 5-star hotels, swimming pools and

Spas.



2008
NINE
SQUARE
HOTEL
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In 2008 we realized our first major project, the Nine Square Hotel in

Belgrade, which made architect and designer Isay Wenfield win the

Wall Paper Awards and ranked 6th among the most exclusive hotels

in the world. Many new projects around the world followed: the

Delano hotel in Miami, Hilton Hotel in Montenegro in collaboration

with Arch Krecic, the Nobu Restaurant in Dohain Quatar with

Rockwell Group and Boulus Group, as well as various private

residences in Italy, Brazil, Russia, UK, USA and China, where unique

marbles and precious stones from all over the world were used and

worked exclusively in Italy.



IN THE SERVICE
OF DETAILS
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Design
Our technical department has all the skills required for the elaboration of

executive drawings of a project for cladding, flooring, tables, kitchens,

bathrooms and more.

On-site measurement
For your projects, the MGS specialized staff carries out detailed surveys,

necessary for the production of customized products.

Quality control
Thanks to the in-depth knowledge on the materials and production phases

(from the block cutting to the realization of the finishes) carefully selects

materials and guarantees the best quality, to offer a high-level product. Our

mission is to satisfy the most demanding customers. Terefore, the MGS

team personally checks the quality of every single good since in the

selection phase, up to the time of loading.

.



Customer service, a
fundamental point in the MGS
philosophy, has been extended
even after laying, providing real
post-installation maintenance
packages
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Installation
MGS can provide a complete installation service for any work, carried out

by our expert specialist collaborators. Our experts can also carry out,

supervise any work and adjustments during construction, ensuring

precision and refinement in the details.

Treatments
Based on the characteristics of each material, MGS can provide direct

assistance for the treatment of natural stone surfaces that best suits your

needs. Following the installation, we suggest each customer a

maintenance/maintenance plan for stone surfaces, also thanks to the

close collaboration with FILA solutions ®.

Technical Info
Thanks to the experience gained, MGS can provide any technical and

structural information on the materials supplied. We always orient our

customers towards the choice of materials that best respect the

characteristics required of a material based on the use.

.







2014
TAKEALOOK
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In 2014, after about one year of development, we launched "MGS Take a

Look", a new mobile app which applied a variety of materials (from an

archive containing about 600 colors) to many predefined environments of

choice, giving an example of what the final result can be.

This app aims to provide a tool for architects and all the professionals

making just-in-time service their strenght, to define the project later.

We are selling a dream which aims to a project in which we can take part in

all the steps of development.
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2019
NEW
WEBSITE
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in 2019 a new interactive website is born to allow customers to choose and

book slabs online, always up to date on availability and new colors.
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2017
GALLERIA
OFSTONE
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In 2017 the "Gallery of Stone AZ" was inaugurated in Phoenix,

Arizona, where it presents itself as a veritable gallery of various

types of natural stones; much more than just a showroom, a way

to tell the US too what MGS is in the world.
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Mission
Choosing natural stone means searching for its uniqueness. Each block

and slab presents itself through its uniqueness, shaping places whom the

refined mood of those who live there identify with. MGS srl proposes itself

as an open book offering customised scenarios and an incredible variety of

materials and colors to be applied and integrated in order to mold

distinguished, emotional and special environments. Through years the

company has been specialising to embrace ad accompany customers in

granting their wish, offering a complete service.



A NaturalPassion
Natural stone has always been part of human history, where it has been

used in most of the oldest and greatest monuments in the world, like the

pyramids of Giza, the Colosseum in Rome and the Arena in Verona. It has

also become an important art element in sculpture, mosaics and

marquetry.



Natural Stones
When choosing natural stone for a project, we should always remember

history to give it more character.

We need to consider each block as the result of a million-year

transformation which made it a unique picture from our past.

The colour variation, the appearance of fossils in the stone, the different

veinings are proof of its unicity. As each piece was shaped by nature

differently, natural stone is very versatile and it can be used in many

different settings, from a Luxury classical look to the most modern and

contemporary locations.



Uses
Natural stone is a material that can be used in almost every kind of

project, according to the specific characteristics of the specific material

and the project. Floors, upholsteries, facades, small or big furnishing

objects are only a few examples in which is possible to use natural stone.



Wall Appliances
Marble is a calcareous stone with medium harness and is formed by fine-

grained crystals. Thanks to its composition, we gan get excellent results in

polish finishing. Marble is mostly recommended for internal uses.

Granite is a high-hardness volcanic stone, mainly composed by silica and

quartz. Gratised have high resistance to usury, abration and compression.

They come in a wide variety of colourings. They are aesthetically speckled,

solid hued or marbled. Thank to their composition they are long-lasting

and suitable both for internal and external use.

Travertine is a porous calcareous stone. its color varies between white and

silverbeige, yellow, red and dark brown. Its surface can be honed and

polished but it can be worked with other finishing as well. It is suitable for

both internal and external use, as long as the setting is not too cold.



Wall Appliances
Onix is a fine-grained calcareous or siliceous stone: it depends on the

extraction area. These stones are prestigious and they are used for

upholsteries and decorations. Most of the onyx can be backlit and they are

thus considered the most precious stones for interior design.

Limestones are sedimentary rocks with a possible intrusion of animal or

plant fossils. They are usually difficult to polish because they are softer

than the other natural stones and therefore they will not get a high-shining

surface. They are mostly recommended for interiors but some limestones,

in different thicknesses, are also suitable for outdoor use.

Quartzites has some physical mechanic characteristics in common with

many types of granite. They have a good hardness and they are generally

used dor internal and external finishing.



Services
Fixing: MGS offers a complete installation service for any material by our

team of experts. We guarantee precision and care for details, also offering

adjustments during the installation.

Treatments: MGS Provides the correct treatment for the use and

characteristics of each material.

Measurements: Our staff can take detailed measures and work out all the

technical drawings which are necessary to process the selected materials

correctly.

Technical Informations: Thanks to its experience, MGS can provide any

technical or structural information about the materials.

Quality Check:MGS commits to maintaining the top quality of our

materials. Our staff checks the quality of each lot in order to guarantee

maximum satisfaction to our clients.

New Services: Innovation represents a fundamental part of MGS's growth

path, as we demonstrated by combining different materials such as glass

and natural stone, hence providing high quality and excellent

performances.



Finishings
honed finish: Honed finish will give a beautiful smooth and matt look to

the natural stone surface. To obtain this finish, we use the latest polishing

machines with several round disks, each with the different grain of

polishing, to polish the slabs. The final product can be used for interior or

exterior uses.

Polished finish: Polishing is the most selected and used finish on natural

stone. It reveals and enhances its aesthetically and chromatic qualities.

In fact, thanks to their shininess, they give great prestige to the location.

Leather finish: Leather technique is used with aesthetic purposes. Initially

the slabs are rough-cut and then brushed with special brushes in order to

remove all the imperfection and to obtain a beautiful smooth brushed

surface. It was called leather to evoke the leather feeling, with a sensation

of smoothness and uniformity. It is suitable for contemporary and elegant

interiors.

Flamed finish: The flamed technique is obtained from high temperature

machines. Thermal shock burns the slabs's first layer and make the stone

rough, vitreous, non-slip and resistant to bad weather. Thanks to these

characteristics the obtained stone is perfect for external uses. Aesthetic

effect is unvaried and natural. Not all natural stones can be finished with

this technique.



Classy kitchen in
Calacatta

Aalst, Belgium
Il Granito Natursteen Bvba



Law Courts

Antequera, Spain
Laguillo-Schönegger Arquitectos, 2015



Square Nine Hotel

Belgrad, Serbia
Isay Weinfeld, 2011



Hotel Park Hyatt

Mendoza, Argentina
Bilkey Linas Design



Centro de Cooperación
Policial YAduanera

Canfranc, Spain



Colorscape
Considering the design field we can notice the color preference is mostly

subjective. The reaction to a color frequently changes from person to person. It

might depend on the personal preferences or on the cultural background.

We can then consider the color theory as an exact science: nowadays these

studies has become a proper job. A slight change in shade or color saturation is

enough to recall a different feeling. For example what represents happiness in a

country can be found depressing in another, due to cultural differences.
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